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Step into

Designer Tina Malhame looks at what to 
wear this winter and suggests dressing 

for the tropics.

Multi-award winning designer Tina Malhamé was 
branded ‘The best designer on the high street’ by the 
fashion king George Davis, whom she worked alongside 
for years. Principal designer for favourite UK brands 
including Per Una, Monsoon, Next and Laura Ashley, 
she launched her own label NoLogo Chic in 2011. With 
plenty of experience in the fashion industry we could 
think of no one better to give us a heads up on this 
year’s trends. 

2018

Seventies chic  
“Seventies chic was never out, with that classic flared 
trouser shape, now cropped to allow a decent flash of boot 
with a chunky heel,” she says. 

“The biggest surprise comeback however has been the 
resurgence of corduroy. Geography teacher cord, with its 
corn row weave and dressing-for-comfort connotations is 
this season’s biggest hitter. Vintage cord is über cool of 
course, but there are plenty of new styles to choose from 
including ultra-flared trousers and the classic A-line maxi, 
both in finest needle cord. Fashion can always be said to be 
a reinvention, a restyle of an old favourite, but who would 
have guessed that allotment chic would get serious?

“In my opinion the look to go for is a battered corduroy 
jacket, one that has been lived in, the pile having soaked up 
a mixture of cigarette smoke and diesel fumes.”

Have fun with fringing  
“For the super brave- there is a fringing thing going on. 
A fringe, as an embellishment was seen on handbags last 
season, from beach totes to cross body purses as well as 
on the arms of classic suede jackets. This season, they are 
on everything. The catwalks featured slinky dresses with 
hem fringing down to the floor, kicking up as the model 
walked. We are also seeing elaborately fringed coat hems 
and accessories. Retailers will be likely to moderate this 
exuberant flourish and so look out for items with a more 
subtle display of fringing, perhaps on the pockets.”

Back to nature  
“Florals will remain popular for spring summer 2018. I have 
added to my patterns with huge wild and wonderful zebras 
and cheetahs which peep from behind banana leaves! 
Monkeys and leopards hide within vivid green foliage. 
Often this madness is a base for further decoration with 
beads and ethnic embroidery laid on top. Whacky? You bet. 
There is also an essence of Florida in the 1960’s.

“Simple lines, simple shapes. There are maxi lengths 
evoking glam leisure, shorter hems to show off lucky 
sun kissed legs, but possibly the favourite is a length 
somewhere in-between. Useful for just about every 
situation, cocktails, sightseeing, lunch by the beach or just 
because you love it.”

If you’re lucky enough to be getting some winter sun 
check out NoloGo’s brand new Resort 2018 Collection 
at nologo-chic.co.uk
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